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Image: William Smith
A Dictionaly of Greek and Roman Antiquities
Londno 1875 - Amphiteatrum
External Circulaiton areas with underground ac-
ces for the performers 

ANALYSIS
The different theatre designs by UNStudio analysed in this study show a varying approach to cen-
tral circulation areas and urban connections. While some create a strong and surprising interior, 
only revealed to the outside in places, other designs build a strong indoor–outdoor relationship by 
opening these public areas to the city, sometimes making them even publically accessible.

An essential requirement discovered in this study for the design of theatre back-of-house areas is 
the strategic positioning of technical requirements. All technical services and performance prepa-
ration areas should be concealed from the front-of-house zones to ensure that visitors are only 
confronted with the performance via the stage areas and optional VIP access to the artist foyer 
areas (where available). The organisation of the back-of-house areas is dictated by the locations of 
the loading docks and the distance to the stage for the artists’ changing rooms.

The more recent design examples included in this study point toward an increasingly stronger 
relationship between city, urban context and indoor public areas. With increasing multi-purpose 
functions, the open character of theatres is starting to react more readily to the surrounding envi-
ronment. For example, the Lelystad Theatre showcases a balcony with VIP / Artist Foyer breaking 
out of a closed shell, while the design for Theatre on the Parade in Den Bosch celebrates its urban 
connection.

Ben van Berkel says of the foyer design for the St. Petersburg Dance Palace:

 “The vertical foyer provides a high level of transparency from inside to outside, whilst also 
 presenting a kind of stage for visitors to the theatre; a place to see and be seen. The open   
 arrangement and balcony structure in the foyer provides plateaus for its own choreograph  
 phy of both intimacy and exposure.”

One of the results of this design strategy is the potential for a separate gastronomic programme 
within the theatre volume. Using both the indoor and potential outdoor terrace areas (i.e. Theater 
de Vest in Alkmaar) - a café can act as an urban activator while adding programme to the theatre 
surrounding.

BACKGROUND
Theatre design has continuously evolved to meet changing functional and formal requirements 
through time. In parallel, user trends and desires have also changed throughout the years. The 
theatre is a unique building typology in its wide range of functions, not only with an artistic function 
but also as a public gathering place centred around performance and spectacle. 

The UNStudio projects presented in this overview analyse UNStudio proejcts in the aspects of 
foyer design, connection with outdoor zones, access and departure areas, and the inclusion of all 
services required for visitors. The goal of this study is to analyse a range of UNStudio theatre de-
signs in order to provoke comparison of various aspects, including site integration and functional 
arrangement. Within a catalogue of ranging ideas and design approaches, each design shows a 
unique approach to varying requirements and circumstances, whilst at the same time showcasing 
similarities.
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TYPOLOGY INGREDIENTS
This study includes the analyses of eleven UNStudio projects aiming to show a wide range of de-
sign solutions. The presentation of each project includes the following topics:

- Introduction
- Site Integration
- Back-of-House Routing
- Front-of-House Programme Relationships

An overall comparative chart frames the project analyses based on eight reoccurring topics:

- Central Foyer
- Vertical Foyer 
- Playground Variety 
- BOH Separation 
- Outside Connection
- Public Programme

Central foyer: 
Main space where people allowing for gathering before and at performance interlude

Vertical foyer: 
Multilevel vertical space for viewpoint and public services, 

Playground Variety: 
At least two different stage or performance areas to allow for flexible programming

BOH separation: 
Back of house routes do not intersect the public space.

Outside connection: 
Visual and functional link between foyer and outdoor areas 

Public Programme: 
Independent (gastronomy) service inside building, targeting visitors and passers-by not specifi-
cally attending a performance.
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Location: Agoraweg 2, Lelystad, the Netherlands
Year: 2002 - 2007

Status: realisation January 2007
Total surface area: 7000 m2

Site & Integration

The theatre competition design shows a theatre located between 
newly planned city development, with one side opened to the 
green sphere. From the centre part it adjoins to different kind of 
public objects, like Cafe and Restaurant. The plaza between those 
buildings provides open and official entrance to all of them. Cus-
tomers can enter the Agora from both sides. Each way goes to the 
city parking areas beyond the quarter.

THEATRE AGORA
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Front of House  
Programme Relations

The entrance is through a glazed segment inserted into in the or-
ange skin of the theatre. Visitors are literally drawn into the foyer,  
where the colours change to the pink of the reception space and  
stairwell. This vertical stair space opens itself to the sky via a trian-
gular skylight. The stair itself is pink on the outside face but white 
to the inside. Facetted, tilting surfaces meander their way up the 
walls, reminiscent of a snake. The underside of the stair is clad with 
white, rectangular aluminium louvres.
The auditorium offers seating for 753 viewers and is bathed in vi-
brant red. The technical areas - backstage and the wings - are 
completely out of sight of the theatre guests. The smaller hall, on 
the second floor, is surrounded by multi-purpose rooms and a bar, 
which enables the organisation of congresses in this area. The in-
termediate level accommodates the administration and perform-
ers’ spaces.

THEATRE AGORA
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Back of House Routing

Main expedition takes place in front of the lift. All the services, stor-
age and facilities are placed in one side of the main auditorium on 
every storey. Most of the storage rooms are located under stage, 
with easy access to the lift. BOH functions are all accessible via the 
main service lift.

THEATRE GANZENHOF                         
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Location: Nieuwegein
Year: 2006

Site & Integration

The ‘Cultuurcluster’ (culture Cluster)  buildings create an unusual 
triangular square. This in its own way further creates a trapezoid 
quarter. The objects fill in the existing empty plot by lengthening 
the adjacent building facades.  In the middle of the quarter you can 
find a taxi and car park area. A nearby bus & tram stops provides 
access to the theatre by public transport. The Culture cluster is 
connected with an Information cluster to the shopping loop.

 

CULTUUR CLUSTER NIEUWEGEIN
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Location: Alkmaar
Year: 2009

Site & Integration

Theatre de Vest is located next to 
the historic canal (Geestersingel) 
There are two important squares, in 
close proximity of the theatre which 
connect to the building: Paarden-
markt and Canadaplein The church 
(Grote St Laurenskerk)is placed on 
the other side of the Canada plain, 
opposite of the theatre. This con-
nection makes the building a key 
connection in the historic centre.

THEATER DE VEST
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Back of House Routes
In the presented renovation proposal the back of house organisation focus lies 
on the efficiency of routes. Not intersecting with the visitors, the technical logis-
tics are completely separated from the foyer. The stage is supplied vertically from 
the car park from underground levels. Staff artists and performers can access 
the theatre via the parking garage of street access. Both can meet if needed so. 
Artists facilities are placed in one side wing and behind the stage.  

THEATER DE VEST
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Front of House Programme Relations

New programme considers wider foyer opening and function dispose. Delivery 
take place at ground floor and has direct contact to the backstage. All the facili-
ties dedicated for the artists are located on rear of the audience  in one zone. 
Opened foyer including public services such as toilets and  restaurant are placed 
in front, where the main entrance invites people into the building from the Can-
ada Plein. Small hall is maintained adjacent to the foyer next to the bathrooms. 
An additional level is being added to the foyer. These upper parts of foyer pro-
vides access to a panorama balcony offering a generous view at the city and 
historic church through the glass facade. 

THEATER DE VEST
                     

                       

begane grond

1e verdieping

1e verdieping
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Location: Sneek
Year: 2009-11
Total surface area: 3715 m²

Site & Integration
 
The building is located in a residential neighbourhood, which 
stands along the  canal (Westersingel) The top edge of the build-
ing facade flows up slightly and shamelessly, but returns down to 
meet the corners of the adjacent buildings, preserving the existing 
height levels of the development. Simultaneously the shape of the 
theatre stage tower box rises and create another edge line to the 
sky.  The theatre, together with Martinikerk and Noorderkerk form a 
cultural cluster alongside the axis from Station Sneek to shopping 
area. 

THEATER SNEEK                     
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Location: St. Petersburg, Russia
Year: 2009 - 2016

Total surface area: 24,000 m²

Site & Integration

The building’s presence as a vital urban entity becomes a pivotal point of the new 
European Embankment Project and the larger scale city context. The relationship 
of the Dance Palace and the adjacent plaza space enhances and celebrates the 
urban vistas to the Prince Vladimir Cathedral and to Peter and Paul Cathedral by 
clearly articulating the axis along the typical St. Petersburg block structures.

The connection of old and new, block structure and open square, city silhouette 
and The Dance Palace’s unique urban and cultural context requires a maximum 
effort to achieve equally admirable architectural design, quality of programming, 
and a high degree of organisational consistency. As an iconographic landmark 
building with an international allure, the theatre contains potential to become a 
contemporary and recognizable symbol of the city, openly welcoming friends 
of dance and culture. The building’s presence as a vital urban entity becomes 
a pivotal point of the new European Embankment Project and the larger scale 
city context. The relationship of the Dance Palace and the adjacent plaza space 
enhances and celebrates the urban vistas to the Prince Vladimir Cathedral and 
to Peter and Paul Cathedral by clearly articulating the axis along the typical St. 
Petersburg block structures. The connection of old and new, block structure and 
open square, city silhouette and self-confident landmark generates a symbiotic 
coexistence aiming to create a sum which is bigger than just the addition of its 
parts.

The generative quality of the Dance Theatre to be both part of the city structure
and freestanding object within one geometrical system negotiates a high degree 
of coherence, connectivity and presence to elegantly organize scales and rela-
tionships finding subtle connections to St. Petersburg’s architectural heritage 
and to evoke innovation, contrast and contemporary liveliness.

DANCE PALACE                     
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2002-11      
THEATRE AGORA, 
LELYSTAD

2003-81           
THEATER GANZEHOF, 
ZUTPHEN

2009-96-17      
THEATER DE VEST, 
ALKMAAR

2005-10           
POPPODIUM TAGRIJN, 
HILVERSUM

2009-06           
THEATER SNEEK, 
SNEEK 

2006-24          
CULTUUR CLUSTER, 
NIEUWEGEIN                

2009-10           
DANCE PALACE, 
ST PETERSBURG    

2014-044         
THEATRE ON THE PARADE, 
DEN BOSCH

2014-047
BEETHOVEN FESTSPIELHAUS, 
BONN

2007-24           
POPPODIUM,
NIJMEGEN 

2008-02           
THEATRE DE STOEP,  
SPIJKENISSE      

BAR /CAFÉ 
AREA[m2]

BARS/CAFEE LOADING-
DOCKS

DRESSING
ROOMS

# AUDITORIUM
(flexible)

SEATS
MAIN AUDITORIUM
(small auditorium)

REGION 
POPULATION

FOYER AREA
[m2]

FOYERS PUBLIC
(ARTIST)

3
2(1)

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

3

1

1

2

1

5

1

1

5

1

3

1

2

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

2
1(1)

1

2

1
0(1)

2

3

2

2

4

2

1

3

1

9

5

4

19
18(1)

16
15(1)

49
48(1)

20
19(1)

50
7X7(1)

76.333

38.335

87.115

61.281

170.943

72.545

95.304

120.000

4.879.566

107.870

311.287

753
(207)

UP TO 
1300

UP TO 
1500

612

980

301,5
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